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Critical parameters of unrestricted primitive model electrolytes
with charge asymmetries up to 10:1

Daniel W. Cheong and Athanassios Z. Panagiotopoulosa)

Department of Chemical Engineering, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08544

~Received 13 June 2003; accepted 30 July 2003!

The phase behavior of charge- and size-asymmetric primitive model electrolytes has been
investigated using reservoir grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations. The simulations rely on the
insertion and removal of neutral ion clusters from a reservoir of possible configurations. We first
validated our approach by investigating the effect ofRc , the maximum allowable distance between
the central cation and its associated anions, on the critical parameters of 2:1 and 3:1 electrolytes. We
have shown that the effect ofRc is weak and does not change the qualitative dependence of the
critical parameters on size and charge asymmetry. The critical temperature for 2:1 and 3:1
electrolytes shows a maximum atRc'3, while the critical volume fraction decreases more or less
monotonically, consistent with previous results for 1:1 electrolytes by Romero-Enriqueet al. @Phys.
Rev. E66, 041204~2002!#. We have used the reservoir method to obtain the critical parameters for
5:1 and 10:1 electrolytes. The critical temperature decreases with increasing charge asymmetry and
shows a maximum as a function ofd, the size asymmetry parameter. The critical volume fraction
however, defined as the volume occupied by ions divided by the total volume of the simulation box,
increases with increasing charge asymmetry and exhibits a minimum as a function ofd. This trend
is contrary to what is generally predicted by theories, although more recent approaches based on the
Debye–Hu¨ckel theory reproduce this observed trend. Our results deviate somewhat from the
predictions of Linse@Philos. Trans. R. Soc. London, Ser. A359, 853 ~2001!# for the scaling of the
critical temperature for a system of macroions with point counterions. ©2003 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1612473#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The critical behavior of ionic fluids has long been a top
of great interest. Understanding of the thermodynamics
phase behavior of electrolyte solutions, which have imp
tant roles in chemical and biochemical processes, has b
greatly enhanced in recent years from experimenta1,2

theoretical,3–9 and simulation10–19 studies. The simplest an
most widely used model for electrolytes is the ‘‘restrict
primitive model’’ ~RPM!, which consists of equal sized har
spheres, half of which carry a charge of1q, and the other
half 2q. The critical parameters for the RPM have be
obtained from numerous simulation studies; a recent st
by Panagiotopoulos17 who extrapolated long lattice simula
tions to the thermodynamic limit in continuous space h
yielded the valuesTc* 50.048960.0003 and rc* 50.076
60.003. Furthermore, the RPM has been rigorously sho
through simulations to exhibit Ising-type criticality.18,19 The
value of the critical temperature is generally accepted
though the exact value of the critical density is still som
what uncertain. More recently, the phase behavior of size
charge asymmetric electrolytes has also be
investigated.13–16 For the charge symmetric electrolyte, th
critical temperature and density were found to decrease
increasing size asymmetry. The critical temperature was
found to decrease with increasing charge asymmetry but

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
azp@princeton.edu
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maximum critical temperature shifts toward larger multiv
lent ion size relative to the monovalent counterions.

Considerable effort has been made to develop theorie
describe and predict phase transitions of electrolytes. O
popular approach relies on the original theory of electroly
proposed by Debye and Hu¨ckel20 and the Poisson–
Boltzmann equation. Supplemented with Bjerrum ion pairi
and dipole interactions, the theory can give a reasona
physical account of the liquid–vapor phase transition of
RPM.3 Another approach is to use the mean spherical
proximation ~MSA! to calculate the critical parameters6

These theories, however, usually predict a critical tempe
ture that is too high and a critical density that is too lo
when compared to simulation results. Furthermore, wh
size and charge asymmetry are introduced, the theories
erally predict the opposite trends from those observed
simulations. More recent theories for both lattice and o
lattice models, however, recover the observed trends7–9

Kalyuzhnyiet al.7 were able to predict the dependence of t
critical parameters on the size and charge asymmetry u
the associative mean spherical approximation, which exp
itly takes into account association effects between the co
terions and the macroions. Zuckermanet al.8 realized the
importance of the so-called ‘‘border zones,’’ the charge
unbalanced region around each ion that only the ions of
species may penetrate due to the size asymmetry. Corre
the Debye–Hu¨ckel ~DH! theory to account for such borde
zones restores the decreasing trend of the critical param
il:
6 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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with respect to the size asymmetry. Extending the DH the
to explicitly take into account the formation of neutral a
charged clusters and cluster solvation by the residual
also reproduces the trend seen in simulations for cha
asymmetric electrolytes.9

Charge-asymmetric electrolytes have been studied
than 1:1 electrolytes, despite the importance of multival
ions in micellar, colloidal and biological systems. This c
be attributed to the difficulties that arise in both simulatio
and theories. Previous grand canonical Monte Ca
~GCMC! simulation studies15,16 did not go beyond charge
asymmetries of 3:1 because the acceptance of transfer m
became too low. Resˇčič and Linse have investigated electr
lytes at high charge asymmetries at the point counterion l
using thermodynamic scaling Monte Carlo. They estima
the critical parameters for a 10:1 electrolyte,21 and Linse
suggested a scaling law for the critical temperature ofQ:1
electrolytes with 10<Q<80.22 However, the effects of finite
counterion size were not considered and the proposed sc
law needs to be corroborated. In the present work, we h
adopted the reservoir GCMC method of Errington a
Panagiotopoulos23 to investigate the phase behavior of 5
and 10:1 electrolytes at various size asymmetries. To use
reservoir GCMC method, we need to create neutral io
clusters by associatingQ anions to each cation in a system
atic way. We have chosen the Stillinger–Lovett ion pairi
protocol24 and adapted it for our work, following the sugge
tions of Romero-Enrique.25 This introduces a parameter,Rc ,
which is the maximum allowable separation distance
tween a cation and its associated anions. Because this
straint is an artificial one, we have also looked at the effec
this parameter on the critical parameters for 2:1 and 3:1 e
trolytes for which results for the unconstrained system (Rc

→`) are available.15,16

In the following section, we describe the model and t
application of the Stillinger–Lovett ion association protoc
as well as the reservoir GCMC method that we have e
ployed in this work. In Sec. III, we show the effects of th
maximum reservoir separation distance,Rc , on the critical
parameters and their dependence on charge and size a
metry. We confirm and significantly expand the conclusio
of a previous study from our group15 to much greater charg
asymmetries. Finally, we conclude by considering the lim
tations of our current model and methods.

II. MODEL AND METHODS

A. Model

In this work, we consider a system ofN cations carrying
a charge of1Q with diameterss1 andQN anions carrying
a charge of21 with diameterss2 . The overall system is
electrically neutral at all times. The ions interact via a ha
core repulsion and a Coulombic potential such that

Ui j ~r i j !5H qiqj

Dr i j
, for r i j >

1
2~s i1s j !,

1`, for r i j ,
1
2~s i1s j !,

~1!
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whereD is the dielectric constant of the intervening mediu
andr i j is the distance between two ions,i and j . The model
is thus an ‘‘unrestricted’’ primitive model allowing differen
cation and anion diameters, but without explicit solvent. T
size asymmetry in this model can be described by a sin
parameter,d, defined as

d5S s1

s6
D21512S s2

s6
D5

~12l!

~11l!
, ~2!

wherel5s2 /s1 , and s65 1
2(s11s2) is the unlike ion

collision diameter. This parameterd ranges from21 to 11,
where the former represents a system of point cations
rounded by finite-sized anions, and the latter represen
system of finite-sized cations surrounded by point anions

In an earlier study from our group,15 we have studied the
‘‘unconstrained’’ version of this model using GCMC simula
tions. However, we could not investigate charge asymmet
greater than 3:1 because of low acceptance ratios of
transfer moves. In the present study, we have associated
cation withQ anions and the ionic cluster can be conside
as one neutral ‘‘molecule.’’ We can justify this association
we consider the structure of the unconstrained RPM syst
The dominant species in the RPM system are neutral dim
and tetramers.13,26,27In multivalent electrolyte systems ther
is still a strong association to nearly-neutral clusters, so
do not expect the imposed association to have a strong e
on the phase behavior. Recent studies28–30 have suggested
that asymmetric electrolytes, even at a charge asymmetr
low as 3:1, may exhibit a phenomenon known as overcha
ing, where the counterion density around the charged par
becomes so large that the particle charge is overcomp
sated, resulting in a charge inversion. Such a phenome
may lead to a strong dependence of the critical parameter
Rc . Romero-Enriqueet al.25 have studied the effect of ion
association on the phase behavior of 1:1 electrolytes in g
detail; we obtain results for the effect ofRc for the 2:1 and
3:1 electrolytes and present them in Sec. III A of the pres
paper.

The anions are separated from the associated cation
distance ofs6<r i j <Rc . This artificial association of the
ions requires a different potential energy than the one gi
in Eq. ~1! This is because a single ionic configuration do
not yield a unique configuration of associated ions. For
ample, we can see in Fig. 1 that for the given ionic config
ration, anions 4 and 5 can be associated with either catio
or 2 without violating the constraint that the counterio
have to be within a distance ofRc from the cation. The
configuration space available to the associated ions is
creased as there are now multiple ways of associating
unlike ions of a given configuration. The canonical partiti
function of the associated fluid now has to be multiplied b
prefactor that reflects the different possible permutations
the association. This results in a divergence of the Helmh
free energy and the entropy in the thermodynamic limit.25 To
overcome this problem, there needs to be a systematic
of associating the ions that leads to a unique configuratio
associated ions for any given ionic configuration. O
method is to adopt the Stillinger–Lovett definition of ion
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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pairing24 following the suggestions of Romero-Enriqu
et al.,25 and extend its use to allowQ:1 ionic clusters.

The original Stillinger–Lovett~S–L! protocol was used
to define ion pairs in a system. The first pair is defined as
two unlike ions separated by the shortest distance. From
remaining unpaired ions, the two unlike ions with the sho
est distance are paired next. This step is repeated unti
minimum distance between two unlike and unpaired ions
greater than the cutoff distanceRc . The remaining ions are
then considered to be free ions. AtRc5`, there will be no
free ions according to the S–L protocol and the system
unconstrained, making it equivalent to the RPM. In this wo
we extend the use of the S–L protocol to include cha
asymmetry, thus forming neutral clusters ofQ11 ions. To
illustrate this, we show a sample configuration and the
propriate association order in Fig. 2. The two unlike io
separated by the shortest distance~cation 4 and anion 5! are
associated first and this process is repeated in order o
creasing separation distance between the cations and a
until all ions separated by distances of less thanRc have been

FIG. 1. An ionic configuration with a givenRc will not have a unique
configuration of associated ions. Here we see that anions 4 and 5 ca
associated with either cation 1 or 2.

FIG. 2. The Stillinger–Lovett definition systematically associates the an
and cations to ensure a unique configuration of associated ions. The u
ions separated by the shortest distance are associated first~a!, followed by
the next shortest distance~b! until each cation hasQ anions and all the ions
are associated.
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associated. Once an anion has been associated, or if a c
already hasQ anions associated with it, it will not be con
sidered when calculating separation distances for the n
association. Following this protocol, we have a unique c
figuration of associated ions for any given ionic configu
tion.

Associating the ions in this manner also allows us to u
the reservoir GCMC method23 that we will describe in the
next section. The low acceptance ratios encounte
previously15 can be attributed to two main causes. First,
attempt to insert each of theQ11 ions separately, even with
a distance bias, often results in an energetically unfavora
configuration. The second obstacle is the steric overlaps
occur at higher densities. Using the reservoir GCMC meth
allows us to circumvent the first problem of sampling en
getically unfavorable configurations. The internal configu
tions of a neutral ionic cluster will be sampled in the res
voir and thus eliminates the problem of inserting ions w
unfavorable intramolecular interactions. However, if th
counterions are unconstrained, there will be an infinite nu
ber of configurations to sample in the reservoir. By assoc
ing the ions and imposing the constraint ofRc , we can
sample from a finite number of configurations and incre
the probability of inserting a molecule that is energetica
favorable.

B. Reservoir grand canonical Monte Carlo

The simulations are characterized by a temperatureT,
chemical potentialm, and a volumeV. Cubic boxes of length
L under periodic boundary conditions were used. The un
ion collision diameters6 defined earlier provides an appro
priate length scale to define our reduced parameters.
reduced simulation box length isL* 5L/s6 , and the re-
duced temperature becomes

T* 5
kBTDs6

Q
. ~3!

The reduced chemical potential is defined such that at h
temperatures and low densities,

m*

~Q11!
→T* ln

Ns6
3

V
, for T* →`,

Ns6
3

V
→0. ~4!

In our previous work, we have used a reduced number d
sity defined asr* 5(Q11)Ns6

3 /L3. The reduced critical
density defined in this way increases quickly with the cha
asymmetry because of the number of counterions neede
keep the system neutral. In this work, we have used inst
the volume fraction, defined as

f5
pN

6L3 ~s1
3 1Qs2

3 !, ~5!

rather than the number density. The volume fraction ta
into account the size of the individual ions, and is less
pendent on the charge asymmetry but more dependent o
size asymmetry at higherQ.

We performed grand canonical Monte Carlo simulatio
with a mixture of 75% particle transfer moves and 25
single ion displacement moves. To handle the long-ran

be

s
ike
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Coulombic potential, the Ewald summation method was u
with conducting boundary conditions, 518 Fourier-spa
wave vectors, and real-space damping parameterk55. To
speed up the simulations, we have also adopted the fine
tice discretization method of Panagiotopoulos.31 Each lattice
site was discretized into smaller sites of spacinga. This
leads to a lattice refinement parameterz5s6 /a. In the limit
of z→`, the continuum is recovered. Panagiotopoulos17 has
determined that the difference between critical parame
for the RPM atz510 andz→` is '1% for the temperature
and'4% for the density. We have usedz510 in our work.
What this method allows us to do is to precompute all
Coulombic interactions justoncein the beginning of all our
simulations, provided thatL* , k, and the number of the
Fourier-space wave vectors do not change. The subseq
determination of the interactions are then reduced to a m
lookup procedure. Since we perform the Ewald summat
calculation only once, these lattice simulations can be up
100 times faster than the corresponding off latt
simulations.32

GCMC simulations rely on the insertions and remov
of molecules into and from the simulation box. Because
phase transitions of the electrolytes occur at such low t
peratures, and the ions have a strong tendency to form c
ters, the random insertions and removals of ions will lead
an extremely low acceptance rate. To enhance this ac
tance, we have adopted the reservoir GCMC method initi
proposed by Errington and Panagiotopoulos.23 This method
relies on the creation of a reservoir of ionic clusters, ma
tained at the same temperature as the simulation box.
ionic clusters consists of a cation of chargeQ andQ anions
of unit charge, separated by a distance ofs6<r i j <Rc , as
described in the previous section. The reservoir is upda
periodically during the course of the simulation to ensu
adequate sampling of the possible configurations of the
ervoir molecules. The reservoir is created at the beginnin
each simulation by starting out with a random configurati
Nsm displacement moves were performed on this initial co
figuration, and the resulting configuration is stored as
first reservoir molecule.Nsm displacement moves are subs
quently performed on this molecule to create the second
ervoir molecule. This process is repeated untilNmol reservoir
molecules have been created. Then, after everyNupdatesteps
of the actual simulation,Num displacement moves are pe
formed on each of theNmol reservoir molecules to updat
them. Typical values used in our simulations areNmol

510000,Nsm510000,Nupdate52000,Num55.
During an insertion step of the simulation, a rando

molecule is first chosen from the reservoir. We then attem
to insert it into the simulation box. A random position
chosen for the cation, and the associated anions are pl
accordingly. In addition to checking for overlaps with oth
existing ions in the simulation box, we also have to ens
that the Stillinger–Lovett conditions are not violated, as o
lined in the previous section. In practice, we achieve this
ensuring that the anions associated with the inserted ca
would not otherwise be associated with another, existing
ion. In other words, we first have to calculate the distan
between each inserted anion and all existing cations. If
Downloaded 22 Oct 2003 to 128.112.33.67. Redistribution subject to A
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distance is greater than the distance between the inse
anion and its associated cation, the insertion may be
cepted, subject to the normal Metropolis acceptance co
tions. However, if it is less than the distance between
inserted anion and its associated cation, then the inser
may only be accepted if it is greater than the distances
tween the existing cation andall of its associated anions.

Following the check on distances of the inserted anio
and existing cations, we calculate the distances between
inserted cation with the existing anions. Again, this distan
has to be greater than the distance between the existing a
with its cation. If it isn’t, then the insertion may only b
accepted if it is greater than the distances between the
serted cation andall of its anions. To illustrate this better, w
refer again to Fig. 2. Assuming that the cluster consisting
ions 1 to 3 already exists and the cluster with ions 4 to 6 is
be inserted, we need to ensure that the distancer 16 is greater
than the distancesr 45 and r 46. As this is the case here, thi
configuration is allowed under the S–L rule. In Fig. 3, ho
ever, the distancer 16 is less than the distancer 46. In this
case, the configuration is allowed only in the instance thatr 16

is greater thanboth r12 andr 13 ~case a!. In case b, the inser
tion would be rejected because anion 6 would have to
associated with cation 1 instead of cation 4 according to
S–L protocol. Once it has been determined that the inser
is permissible, it is accepted and rejected based on the
lowing acceptance criteria:

Wins5minS 1,
V

N11
exp@bm2b~DU2U intra!#

3F (
s6<ur 6u,Rc

1

z3GQD , ~6!

Wdel5minS 1,
N

V
exp@2bm2b~DU1U intra!#

3F (
s6<ur 6u,Rc

1

z3G2QD . ~7!

The additional term in the acceptance criteria is included
take into account the fact that the anions are only allowed
be a distance between the range ofs6 and Rc from the
cation. Within the Boltzmann factor, we need to subtract
intramolecular energyU intra from DU because we have al
ready sampled and taken into account the intramolecular
ergy of the molecule within the reservoir. We cannot the
fore consider it again when we insert or remove t
molecule. In a similar fashion, the input chemical potentiam
has to be slightly modified in this case. The difference
chemical potential between inserting a molecule with a
without a reservoir is

Dm5m2m05kBT ln
^exp@2bDU#&

^exp@2b~DU2U intra!#&
, ~8!

which yields

Dm5kBT ln^exp@2bU intra#&. ~9!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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This Dm can then be calculated for a givenRc , T, andQ,
either within the simulation run itself, or in a separate sim
lation. From this, we can calculate the original chemical p
tential for the unconstrained system.

Besides the transfer moves, we also performed single
displacement moves during the simulations. In a displa
ment attempt, a single counterion is selected at random,
given a random displacement, subject to a maximum
placement. Here we have to again check for overlaps
that the Stillinger–Lovett protocol is not violated upon d
placement. The move is then accepted and rejected base
the normal Metropolis acceptance criteria. Finally, we us
histogram reweighting techniques33,34 and mixed-field finite-
size scaling methods of Wilding and Bruce35 assuming Ising
criticality, to determine the effective critical points.

By using this reservoir GCMC method, we are able

FIG. 3. If the distance between two unlike ions of different clusters is l
than the distance between the anion and its associated cation, then t
sertion will only succeed if it is greater than the distances of the cation w
ALL of its associated anions.
Downloaded 22 Oct 2003 to 128.112.33.67. Redistribution subject to A
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significantly increase the acceptance ratios of the tran
steps and reduce the CPU time needed to perform the s
lations. Figure 4 compares the CPU time in minutes per
million acceptedsteps, at conditions close to the critic
point, for the original distance bias GCMC method15 with the
reservoir GCMC method we employed in this work. In th
original method, the CPU time scales with the exponentia
Q, and byQ53, is already extremely high. This explain
why it was impossible to go beyondQ53 in the previous
study. With the reservoir method, the CPU time scales w
Q2, thereby significantly reducing the CPU time at higherQ.
This increase in simulation efficiency, coupled with fas
computers, allowed us to go beyond the previous limit
Q53 and study systems up toQ510. However, this method
still has its limitations. Although it is highly desirable t
study systems with even higher charge asymmetry, i.e.Q
550 or even 100, we are still unable to do so as the C
time would increase by a factor of 25 and 100 respective
There is also a linear dependence of the CPU time on
parameterRc, and this dependence gets stronger asQ in-
creases. This will add to the difficulties of simulating sy
tems with Q.10 with our current method and computin
power.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Effect of Rc on the phase behavior

The effect of the parameterRc on the phase behavior o
the 1:1 system was studied in detail by Romero-Enriq
et al. for the case of an electrolyte with a size asymme
parameterd50.5 in different system box sizes.25 The small-
est value ofRc they considered was atRc51.02, which also
corresponds to the tightly tethered dimer system stud
previously.13 Both these results agree to show that the criti
temperature for the tethered dimer is lower than it would
for the free ions while the critical volume fraction is highe
Romero–Enriqueet al. showed that asRc is increased, the
critical temperature initially increases while the critical vo
ume fraction remains relatively unchanged. The critical te
perature then shows a maximum aroundRc'324 and de-

s
in-

h

FIG. 4. CPU time~minutes per million accepted steps! at d50.5. The filled
circles represent the original distance bias method~Ref. 15!. Open dia-
monds, squares, and triangles are forRc51.5, 3.0, and 5.0, respectively
Solid lines are guides to the eye. Note the logarithmic scale on they axis.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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8531J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 16, 22 October 2003 Critical parameters of electrolytes
creases upon a further increase ofRc , converging towards
the critical temperature for the free ion case. The criti
volume fraction also decreases and converges to the v
for the free ions.

We have extended this study and investigated the ef
of Rc on the phase behavior of 2:1 and 3:1 electrolytes
different size asymmetries. All our critical parameters a
obtained forL* 512. Since we are studying the effects
size and charge asymmetry on the critical parameters, fi
size effects are of secondary importance. Furthermore,
dependence of the critical parameters on system size
been found to be weak for the RPM when conducting bou
ary conditions were used.13 We compared the critical param
eters with those obtained by Panagiotopoulos and Fishe
the unconstrained free ion case.15 In all cases, we observed
similar trend, as already obtained for the 1:1 case. Star
from Rc51.5, the smallest value ofRc that we considered
the critical temperature for the 2:1 electrolyte~Fig. 5! at d

FIG. 5. The dependence of the critical temperature of 2:1 electrolytes oRc

at varying cation diameters.Rc is the maximum allowable separation dis
tance between the anions and cation of an associated ionic cluster.
squares, triangles, circles, and diamonds correspond tod50.9, 0.5, 0, and
20.5, respectively. Error bars are smaller than the size of the symbols. S
lines are guides to the eye.

FIG. 6. The dependence of the critical volume fraction of 2:1 electrolytes
Rc at varying cation diameters. Error bars are shown only if larger than
symbol size. Definition ofRc and the meaning of the symbols are the sa
as in Fig. 5.
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50.9 and20.5 are about 7%–8% lower than that for th
free ion case. Atd50 and 0.5, the critical temperature
lower by less than 1%. Upon an increase ofRc to 3.0, the
critical temperature increases and is about 3%–4% hig
than the free ion case, but decreases whenRc is further in-
creased to 5.0. We also performed simulations atRc510.4.
Since our simulations were performed in a box ofL* 512
with periodic boundary conditions, this value corresponds
anRc5)L* /2, and is equivalent to the free ion case. At th
Rc , the critical temperature converged to the value repor
for the unconstrained system.15

The critical volume fraction~Fig. 6! started considerably
higher atRc51.5, ranging from 15% ford520.5 to 38%
for d50.5. However,fc decreased rapidly asRc is increased
to 3.0. ByRc55.0, fc has further decreased to within 6% o
the free ion critical volume fraction. AtRc510.4, however,
we see a slight increase in the volume fraction. This m
however, be due to sampling problems as it gets increasin
difficult to sample asRc increases. The critical paramete
for the 3:1 electrolytes~Figs. 7 and 8! also exhibit a similar
trend, although the the critical temperature atd50.5 and 0

en
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FIG. 7. The dependence of the critical temperature of 3:1 electrolytes oRc

at varying cation diameters. Open squares, triangles, and circles corres
to d50.9, 0.5, and 0, respectively. Solid lines are guides to the eye.

FIG. 8. The dependence of the critical volume fraction of 3:1 electrolytes
Rc at varying cation diameters. The meaning of the symbols are the sam
in Fig. 7.
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were already slightly higher atRc51.5 than the free ion
case. We did not perform the simulations atRc510.4 but by
Rc55, the critical temperatures were about 2% higher th
the free ion case. The critical volume fractions also star
out much higher atRc51.5 and decreased rapidly asRc was
increased. The statistical uncertainty, however, is m
larger in this case so the comparison offc is less precise.
Numerical values of the critical parameters are given
Tables I and II.

B. Dependence of critical points on charge
and size asymmetry

Our previous study15 showed that the critical tempera
ture exhibits a maximum as a function of size asymme
Also, as the size of the counterions increases beyond the
at which this maximum occurs, the critical temperature dro
very rapidly, suggesting that phase transitions may not e
in systems with large enough counterions. It was also s
gested that from an extrapolation of the 3:1 results, it
likely that atd520.67,Tc* vanishes and no phase transitio

TABLE I. Critical parameters and approximate acceptance ratios for
transfer moves for the 2:1 electrolyte at differentRc and different size asym-
metries. Statistical uncertainties in parentheses refer to the last decimal
shown.

Rc z d Tc* 3102 fc3102 % Acceptance

1.5 10 0.9 3.78~0! 10.2~1! 17
10 0.5 4.73~1! 8.0~1! 13
10 0 4.65~1! 6.5~1! 14
10 20.5 3.02~0! 8.3~2! 15

3.0 10 0.9 4.16~2! 9.5~1! 16
10 0.5 4.93~1! 6.3~1! 17
10 0 4.86~0! 5.3~1! 17
10 20.5 3.32~4! 8.0~1! 16

5.0 10 0.9 4.15~1! 8.6~1! 15
10 0.5 4.84~0! 5.8~1! 13
10 0 4.80~0! 4.8~0! 13
10 20.5 3.36~2! 7.6~1! 17

10.4 10 0.9 4.04~2! 8.6~0! 17
10 0.5 4.70~1! 6.1~1! 16
10 0 4.65~1! 5.2~1! 16
10 20.5 3.28~1! 7.7~1! 15

TABLE II. Critical parameters and approximate acceptance ratios for
transfer moves for the 3:1 electrolyte at differentRc and different size asym-
metries. Statistical uncertainties in parentheses refer to the last decimal
shown.

Rc z d Tc* 3102 fc3102 % Acceptance

1.5 10 0.9 4.05~1! 12.4~1! 16
10 0.5 4.63~0! 7.8~1! 14
10 0 4.12~1! 7.6~1! 13

3.0 10 0.9 4.22~1! 10.9~2! 14
10 0.5 4.70~1! 6.8~1! 12
10 0 4.27~1! 6.7~1! 11

5.0 20 0.95 3.99~1! 11.2~2! 20
20 0.9 4.14~1! 10.4~2! 16
10 0.9 4.16~1! 10.6~4! 15
10 0.5 4.59~2! 6.5~3! 13
10 0 4.19~1! 6.3~2! 14
10 20.3 2.81~1! 9.4~7! 12
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will occur. On the other hand, at the limit of a finite siz
cation surrounded by point anions, the critical temperat
seems to converge to a well defined value, estimated to
approximatelyTc* '0.037. The results forTc* from our pre-
vious study15 are included in Fig. 9. The critical density de
fined in that study also exhibits a maximum with respect
the size asymmetry. Translating the density to a volume fr
tion as defined in Eq.~5!, we see an interestingnonmono-
tonic trend for the 1:1 case~Fig. 10!. As the size asymmetry
is increased, the volume fraction is seen to increase befo
begins to rapidly fall off at aroundd50.62. In fact, extrapo-
lation of the 1:1 results from Refs. 13, 14 suggests that

e

ce

e

ce

FIG. 9. Critical temperatures as a function of the size asymmetry.d is the
size asymmetry parameter and is defined asd5(s1 /s6)2151
2(s2 /s6). Open squares, diamonds and stars correspond to 1:1, 2:1
3:1 electrolytes~Ref. 15!. Asterisks represent a 1:1 electrolyte.14 Closed and
open circles correspond to the 5:1 electrolytes atRc51.5 and 5.0, respec-
tively. Closed and open triangles correspond to the 10:1 electrolytes aRc

51.5 and 3.0, respectively.1 is for a 4:1 electrolyte~Ref. 26! with 20%
uncertainty.3 is for a 10:1 electrolyte~Ref. 21!.

FIG. 10. The critical volume fraction as a function of the size asymme
Symbols are the same as in Fig. 9.
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critical density, or the critical volume fraction, approach
zero at the limit of point counterions (d51).

Using the methods developed and described in Sec.
we were able to extend the study and obtain results for a
electrolyte using anRc of 1.5 and 5.0, and a 10:1 electroly
at anRc of 1.5 and 3.0. Although there is an effect ofRc on
the critical parameters, we have shown in the previous s
tion that it is weak, and does not change the qualitative tr
of the critical parameters. The results we obtained are gi
in Tables III and IV. The dependence of the critical tempe
ture and volume fraction on the size and charge asymmet
shown graphically in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively, along w
results from Refs. 13–15. In general, the critical parame
for the 5:1 and 10:1 electrolytes are consistent with pre
ously suggested trends.15 Camp and Patey had obtained
rough estimate of the critical temperature for a size symm
ric 4:1 electrolyte to beTc* 50.035(7).26 This estimate falls
nicely between our results. Our data seems to fit rather w
to a 4th order polynomial, and we have used such a fi
perform our extrapolations. The critical temperature for
5:1 electrolyte exhibits a maximum atd'0.61 while for the
10:1, the maximum occurs atd'0.8. It is interesting to note
that the critical temperature maxima seem to follow the cr
cal temperature curve for the 1:1 electrolyte ford.0. This
suggests that at a high enough charge asymmetry,Tc* will no
longer exhibit a maximum and decrease monotonically.
also extrapolatedTc* to smaller values ofd ~larger counteri-

TABLE III. Critical parameters and approximate acceptance ratios for
transfer moves for the 5:1 electrolyte. Statistical uncertainties in parenth
refer to the last decimal place shown.

Rc z d Tc* 3102 fc3102 % Acceptance

1.5 10 0.9 3.93~1! 14.7~2! 10
10 0.75 4.15~1! 11.7~1! 11
10 0.5 4.19~1! 8.8~1! 13
10 0.25 3.83~1! 9.1~2! 11
10 0 2.46~1! 12.2~4! 11

5.0 20 0.95 3.75~0! 14.0~3! 8
10 0.9 3.89~1! 13.2~2! 10
10 0.75 4.06~0! 10.8~5! 10
10 0.5 4.09~0! 7.8~1! 10
20 0.5 4.05~0! 7.7~1! 10
10 0.25 3.80~1! 7.8~1! 10
10 0 2.53~1! 10.4~8! 9

TABLE IV. Critical parameters and approximate acceptance ratios for
transfer moves for the 10:1 electrolyte. Statistical uncertainties in paren
ses refer to the last decimal place shown.

Rc z d Tc* 3102 fc* 3102 % Acceptance

1.5 10 0.9 3.43~1! 16.4~4! 13
10 0.75 3.50~1! 14.1~4! 12
10 0.5 3.31~3! 11.1~7! 15
10 0.35 2.35~0! 11.3~7! 10

3.0 20 0.95 3.24~0! 16.0~2! 8
10 0.9 3.34~1! 16.0~7! 10
10 0.75 3.39~1! 12.8~1! 8
10 0.5 3.24~1! 10.4~1! 10
10 0.35 2.39~3! 10.5~6! 9
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ons! to estimate where phase transitions may vanish.Tc*
seems to approach zero at approximatelyd520.19 for the
5:1 electrolyte, and at approximatelyd510.21 for the 10:1
case. Figure 11 shows the strong dependence ofd~0! on the
charge asymmetryQ.

In the limit of d51, a system of finite size cations su
rounded by point counterions, a phase transition seem
prevail with a well-defined critical temperature. We have e
trapolated our results and estimatedTc* at d51 and find that
Tc* (1) increases slightly from 1<Q<3, but decreases
slowly with Q.3. This is depicted graphically in Fig. 12. I
is difficult to extrapolate and estimateTc* (1) to largerQ, as
we do not have enough data to predict the rate at whic
decreases. Resˇčič and Linse21 estimated the critical param
eters for a system of 10:1 electrolytes with point counterio
to be Tc* 50.038,fc50.15. These estimates, while abo

e
es

e
e-

FIG. 11. The dependence ofd~0!, the value of delta extrapolated toTc*
50, on the charge asymmetryQ. The solid line is fitted to our data. The
dashed line is an extrapolation.

FIG. 12. Critical temperature atd51. Circles are our data and the triangle
from Reščič and Linse~Ref. 21!. The solid line is fitted to our data. The
dashed line is an extrapolation of our data. The dashed–dotted line is
scaling law suggested by Linse~Ref. 22!.
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20% higher and 14% lower, respectively, than our own e
mates ofTc* 50.0315,fc50.174, are still in relatively good
agreement. Linse22 has furthermore studied systems of ma
roions and point counterions with charge asymmetries ra
ing from 10<Q<80, and has suggested that the reduc
critical temperature decreases with increasingQ and goes as
Tc* }Q20.460.1. At this point, our results do not corrobora
this prediction but further work is clearly needed to reso
this issue.

The critical volume fraction exhibits a minimum as
function ofd for Q.1, and increases slightly with increasin
Q. We have again extrapolated the critical volume fraction
d51, andfc(1) is found to increase steadily with increasin
Q ~Fig. 13!. Extrapolation with a 3rd order polynomia
yields fc(1)→0.205 for Q→`. However, it is again not
possible to predict the rate at whichfc(1) increases and
accurately predictfc(1) at high charge asymmetry. Linse22

concluded that the volume fraction is not very sensitive toQ
and is bounded by the values 0.1<fc(1)<0.4. Our results
are broadly consistent with his conclusions.

Our results contradict both the original DH theory20 and
the MSA6 but are in qualitative agreement with more rece
theoretical developments.7–9 Kalyuzhniet al.7 used the asso
ciative MSA which explicitly takes into account the effect
ion association due to the charge and size asymmetries
though the predicted value of the critical temperature w
much too high, they did observe a decrease of the crit
temperature with increasing charge and size asymmetry
agreement with our observed trends. Zuckermanet al.8 in-
vestigated the effects of size asymmetry by extending
DH theory to account for the charge-unbalanced ‘‘bord
zones’’ that surround each ion, in which only ions of on
one species may penetrate because of the size asymmetr
properly accounting for these border zones, the critical
rameters are shown to decrease with increasing charge a
metry, again in qualitative agreement with simulation resu
Artyomov et al.9 showed that the DH theory, after takin
into account ion clustering and cluster–ion interactions,
qualitatively predict the critical parameters of charge asy
metric electrolytes on a lattice reasonably well.

FIG. 13. The critical volume fraction atd51. Circles are our data and th
triangle is from Resˇčič and Linse~Ref. 21!. The solid line is fitted to our
data. The dashed line is an extrapolation.
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Since we have used a lattice discretization paramete
z510 for most of our simulations, the largest size asymm
try that we could perform was atd50.9. We have also per
formed some simulations withz520 and obtained the criti-
cal parameters for the 3:1, 5:1, and 10:1 electrolytes ad
50.95. We have also determined the critical parameters
the 3:1 electrolyte atd50.9, and the 5:1 electrolyte atd
50.5 and compared them to the results we obtained az
510. As expected, increasingz had a very small effect on
the results. The critical temperature for the 5:1 electrolyte
z520 was less than 1% lower than that atz510, while the
critical volume fraction and the critical parameters of the 3
electrolytes were identical, within statistical uncertainties,
the two values of the discretization parameter. This affir
that z510 produces a sufficiently fine lattice.

To get an insight into the structure of these electrol
solutions, we have looked at the radial distribution functio
of the 5:1 and 10:1 electrolytes, given in Figs. 14 and 15
d50.9 atT* '1.05Tc* and f'0.25fc . We find to no sur-
prise thatg12(r * ) exhibits an extremely sharp peak atr *
>1, with a much smaller second peak at aroundr * '2.8,
indicating the strong attraction between unlike ions. T

FIG. 14. Radial distribution functionsg11 , g12 , g22 for a 5:1 electrolyte
with d50.9 at T* 50.041 andf50.025(1). The unlike ion distribution
function is shown in the inset to highlight the difference in the scale of
y axis.

FIG. 15. Radial distribution functionsg11 , g12 , g22 for a 10:1 electro-
lyte with d50.9 atT* 50.035 andf50.0388(2). The unlike ion distribu-
tion function is shown in the inset to highlight the difference in the scale
the y axis.
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anion–anion distribution function shows a large, broad p
centered aroundr * '1.4. What is interesting however, is th
the cation–cation distribution functiong11 also exhibits a
large sharp peak at aroundr * '2, indicating an effective
attraction between the large positively charged macroi
which may initially seem counterintuitive. However, this
clearly due to the strong association of the counterions to
cation, creating an effective attraction between the cation36

as can be seen in the snapshot of a typical configuratio
the 10:1 electrolyte in Fig. 16.

We have also looked at the distribution function of t
reservoir molecules that we generate for our simulations
compare them to the distribution function, as predicted
solving for the mean field ionic density. We know that t
ionic densityr}exp„2bU(r )…, whereU(r ) is the potential
of mean force. From the Debye–Hu¨ckel theory, we can se
the potential of mean force to be a function of the ion
density r. We can now solve these two equations for s
consistency and predict the ionic density and conseque

FIG. 16. Predicted~solid line! and observed~filled circles! distribution func-
tions for a 10:1 reservoir molecule withd50.9 atT* 50.035.

FIG. 17. A typical configuration of a 10:1 electrolyte withd50.5 at T*
50.032 andf50.041(6). We canobserve the effective attraction betwee
the large like charged cations caused by the cloud of anions surroundin
cations.
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the radial distribution function. Figure 17 shows the o
served and predictedg(r ) for the 10:1 reservoir molecule
with d50.9 at a temperatureT* 50.035'1.05Tc* . The re-
sults are practically indistinguishable.

IV. CONLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have adapted the Stillinger–Lovett i
pairing procedure24 to allow for the association of multiva
lent cations with their counterions and combined it with t
reservoir grand canonical Monte Carlo method of Erringt
and Panagiotopoulos.23 By doing so we were able to signifi
cantly increase the acceptance rates of our simulations w
resulted in the CPU time to be proportional toQ2 rather than
exp(Q). This allows us to extend our study of the critic
behavior of asymmetric electrolytes beyond a charge as
metry of 3:1, which was not possible using only the distan
bias method,15 and to try to corroborate the predictions
Linse et al.21,22

We first determined the effect of ion association andRc ,
the maximum allowable separation distance between a ca
and its associated counterions, on the critical parameters
have shown that althoughRc does have an effect on th
location of the critical parameters, it is relatively weak a
does not change the qualitative behavior of the critical
rameters in relation to the size or charge asymmetry. Fr
the results of Romero-Enriqueet al.25 and our own results,
the critical temperatures for electrolytes withQ<3 exhibit a
maximum atRc'3 and then decrease toward the free i
critical temperature whenRc is further increased. The critica
volume fractions decrease asRc is increased although ther
are some uncertainties at largeRc .

We have used this method to find the critical paramet
for the 5:1 and 10:1 electrolytes as a function of the s
asymmetry. The critical temperature shows a maximum w
respect tod, but the maximum decreases and shifts towa
higher d as the charge asymmetry increases. This sugg
that at a sufficiently high charge asymmetry, the critical te
perature will decrease monotonically. As we increase the
of the counterions beyond the size at which the maximumTc*
occurs,Tc* drops very rapidly, suggesting that phase tran
tions may not exist in systems with large enough count
ons. The value of the size asymmetry parameter at wh
Tc* →0 increases quickly asQ increases. This suggests th
at a high enough charge asymmetry, phase transitions
only occur in systems of point counterions. At the limit
finite size cations with point counterions,Tc* seems to ap-
proach a well defined value which decreases slowly w
increasingQ for Q.3. The critical volume fraction exhibits
a minimum as a function of the size asymmetry, and
creases slightly with increasing charge asymmetry forQ
.1. Our results are broadly consistent with those
Linse21,22 and are in qualitatively agreement with the mo
recent theoretical predictions.7–9

Finally, because our method results in a scaling of
CPU time withQ2, we are still unable to go beyond a charg
asymmetry of 10:1. However, it would be of great interest
study systems with even higher charge asymmetry to fu

the
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understand the phase behavior of these highly asymm
ionic fluids.
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